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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a separable torsion abelian group. To study I, the injective hull 
of G as a module over its endomorphism ring, E, it suffkes (by the usual 
argument) to consider the case when G is a p-group. In this case, I is an 
algebraically compact (see [ 1, p. 178]), p-local abelian group, which is 
reduced by Theorem 4 of [ 31 since G has no elements of infinite height. As a 
group, I is then the completion of its basic subgroup which is described in 
the Main Theorem. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The following notation is used throughout. All groups are abelian, and G 
is a separable p-group with endomorphism ring E. The basic subgroup of G 
is B = @z”=, Bi, where Bi is a direct sum of cyclic groups of order pi, 
denoted Bi = maeni (b,). We let CZ = UE=, csCi, so that B = Bacd (b,) as a 
sum of cyclic groups. The standard decomposition of G is written 
G=B,@-..@B,,@G,, and B,*=@zO=,+,BicG,,. Then {&}EE is the 
set of orthogonal idempotent projections fi: G --t Bi. The projection onto each 
(b,) is denoted by e,. The injective hull of G as an E-module is denoted by 
I, and .Z?P is the p-adic integers. 
The Main Theorem giving the structure of I as an abelian group is 
obtained via a sequence of lemmas, which split I into three summands and 
characterize each part. 
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2. FUNDAMENTAL DECOMPOSITION 
The following lemma is central for our results. 
LEMMA 1. If x E I, then e,x E G (and therefore e,x E (b,)). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the order of x. 
Suppose px = 0, e,x # 0. Let S = (eD E E IO # e4reax E (b,) for some 
r E El. Since G is essential in Z and is a separable p-group, S # 0. Choose 
e4 E S of minimal order pi. Note that eDre,x = cp’- lb,, for some c E Z with 
(c,p) = 1, since px = 0. Now e4re, E Hom((b,), (b,)), so e4 re, = do,, 
where d is an integer prime to p (e,re,x # 0), and ga4 is the “canonical” 
map from (b,) to (b,). That is, aaD = b, if i = order b, >j = order b,, 
or oaB(b,) =pjuib, if i <j. Thus, doa4x = cp’-‘b,. 
Suppose i >j. Then, defining uocr analogously and regarding bai), uDa as 
elements of E, it is immediate that 04nua4 =p’-je, . Therefore, 
0 # cp’-‘b, = a8,(cp’-‘bo) = do,, caBx = dp’-je,x. Since px = 0, i = j and 
de,x = cp’-‘b,. Thus, e,x = d’cp i-‘b, E G where d’ E 2 is an inverse of d 
mod p. 
Suppose i <j. Since CI,~X = oaDenx = d’eqre,x = d’cp’-‘b,, then 
a,,(y) = 0 where y = e,x - d’cp’-‘b,. If y = 0, then e,x E G. Otherwise, 
y = e,y is a non-zero element of order p. Repeat the previous argument o 
obtain oa8 y = upk-‘bs # 0 with u an integer prime top and on8: (b,) + (b,) 
for some basic summand (b,) of order pk. 
If k >j, aa =aD60aB. But then, 0 # a,,(y) = o~~u,~(Y) = 0, a con- 
tradiction. 
Thus, k <j. By the minimality of j, e,u,,e,x = uadeax = 0. Therefore, 
0 f a,&) =a,s(-d’cpi-lb,). Thus, we must have i < k. It follows that 
u = ~&3~aS Therefore, 0 = u,~( y) = 06~(uas y) = a,,(-d’cpk-‘b,) = 
-%c&‘b, # O-a contradiction. Thus, the case y # 0 is impossible. This 
completes the proof for x E I[p]. 
Suppose the lemma holds for elements of order <pt. Let order (x) =p’, 
e, E E. If order e,x < p’, we are done. Otherwise, note that pt-‘eax E G[p], 
so p’-’ eax=mp ‘-lb,, and i > t. Now apply the inductive hypothesis to the 
element e,x - mp’-‘b, to obtain the result. 
LEMMA 2. The map v: I -+ n,,, (b,) dt$ned by v(x) = nueaeax is an 
onto map of abelian groups. 
Proof Let L = Bass Ee, and let nasnn,b, E flasCT (b,). Define 
0 E Hom,(L, I) by sending e, -+ n, b, for all a. Since I is E injective, 0 is 
evaluation at some x E I. Clearly, v(x) = nneOZ n, b,. 
Hence, we have an exact sequence of abelian groups (*) 0 + A --) I-+ 
n,, (b,) -+ 0 where A = Ker v. 
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LEMMA 3. The sequence (*) is split exact. 
Proof. To show A is a group direct summand of Z it suffices to show that 
A is algebraically compact and a pure subgroup of I. 
To prove A is algebraically compact it suffices to prove that A is a 
complete subgroup of the p-adically complete group I. Let {a,} be a Cauchy 
sequence in A. Since Z is complete, {a,} +x E I. Choose any a E Cl?, and 
suppose order e, =pk. Then, for some m, x-a,=pky; so e,x= 
e,(x-a,)+e,a,=e,pky+O=O. Thus xEA. 
To prove A is pure in I, let pkx E A for some x E I, and suppose e,x # 0 
for some a E Q?. Define f: BaenEe, +pkE -+Z by f(e,) = e,x and 
f(pkE) = 0. T o show f is well defined, suppose x1= 1 rieai EpkE for 
r1 ,..., r, E‘ E, a, ,..., a,, E @. Since Ee,, @ s.. @ Ee,” is a summand of E, it is 
pure. Hence XI=, rie,, can be written C~=lpkr;eai for some r’, ,..., r-h E E. 
Then f(Cy= I rieJ = gy= 1 rieaix = Cy= i r{pkeuix = 0 since pkx E A. Thus,f 
is a well-defined. E-map, and by injectivity, lifts to $: E -+ I. Let x’ =f( 1) 
andy=x-x’.ThenyEAsincee,y=e,x-e,x’=e,x-f(e,)=Oforall 
a E GPI. Furthermore, p”y = pkx - pkx’ = pkx -f(pk . 1) = pkx - 0. Thus A is 
pure. 
We now determine the structure of A, beginning with 
LEMMA 4. As an abelian group A g nj’2, AA GJ A 1 where 
A,={xEAIJ;:x=OforaZZl<i<cz,}. 
Proof: The proof is exactly analogous to the proofs of Lemma 2 and 3. 
The map A -+ nzif;:A given by x--t n:ifix is onto and splits. 
In the next sections, the structures of the AA and A, are obtained. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF fiA 
Two trivial preliminary results are needed. 
LEMMA 5. Let (b,J be a summand of Bi (a, E CIi)* Then for any r E E, 
,Z3 E @, there exist t, t’ E E such that e,,rfi = e,te,&lf;:. 
Proof. In fact t can be taken to be the canonical map from (b,) to (bs), 
in which case t’ can be defined by t’(b,) = aboo E (b,J where es te,Jab,J = 
e4 rfi(b,), for each a E ljg,. 
COROLLARY. Let x E I, and (b,) be a summand of Bi. Zf fix # 0, then 
e, Efix z 0. 
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Proof If&x # 0, then 0 # r@ E G for some r E E. Hence enrfx # 0 for 
some /3 E GY. By Lemma 5, eorfl = eq te, t’fi for some t, t’ E E. Thus 
e, t’A.x # 0. 
The next two lemmas classify J;:A. 
LEMMA 6. f;:A is a direct sum of copies of Z(p’). 
Proof: Clearly f;.A is bounded by pi since pffi = 0. Hence fiA is a direct 
sum of cyclics. Suppose (fix) is a cyclic summand Of fiA of order pk where 
k < i. We obtain a contradiction by showing p-height of fix > 1. Fix a basic 
summand (b) of Bi and let e be the associated projection. Then 
eEA z Hom(B,, (6)) is a direct sum of cyclic groups of order pi. Write 
eEfi = ojcJ (uj) where vj E eEfi has order pi and J is some index set. Since 
for each j E J, vjhx = evjJ;.x E (b) and pkVjf;:X = 0, then VjJ;:X =pcjb for 
some cj E Z. Define a Z-homomorphism, 1,: eEfi -+ (b) by &(v,) = cjb. Then 
& extends to an E-map A: EeEh -+ G via A(Crinite rjvj) = (2 rjvj) b for 
(rji E E. Note that EeEh = sEJ Evj, so that a finite sum c rjUj represents 
an arbitrary element of EeEA. Hence, pn(erfi) = erfix, Vr E E. 
To show 1 is well defined, suppose C rjvj = 0. Then for any r E E, 
0 = er C rjuj = C errjvj = 2 errjevj. But errje E Hom((b), (b)) and hence 
equals ene for some n E Z. Since the Vi’s are Z-independent, hen errjevj = 0 
for each j. That is, eErjevj = 0 since r was arbitrary. By the corollary to 
Lemma 5, rjvj = rjeuj = 0, so that n(z rjv,j = (2 rjvj) b = 0. 
Use the injectivity of I to lift 1 to 1: Efi -+ I. Then for each r E E, 
erpI(h) = pL(erA) = erfix. Thus, eE@(A) --Ax) = 0. Again using the 
corollary to Lemma 5, PI(~) =hx, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 7. The cardinal@ of frA is 2”“’ if lB,j is infinite, f;:A = 0 
otherwise. 
Proof: If jBiJ is linite, then fi = e,, + . . . + ea, for some choice of 
al ,..., a,, E Qi. Since e,A = 0 for all a E A,J;:A = (e,, + .a. + emn) A = 0. 
Assume henceforth that IB,J is infinite. In this case lBil = I@ueoll (b,)[ = 
[6?,I. Choose a collection Y of subsets of 0J, satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 
(91) lY(= 2’*” 
(92) Given S, ,..., S, E 9, SJ\U1<k(n,k+/ Sk is infinite for 1 4 j < n. 
Let (b) be a fixed summand of B, and for each SE Y, define 
fs E Hoh(Bi 3 (b)) by  m(Bi, 6   
fs(b,) = b if a ESc@, 
=o if a E Qi\S. 
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Then f, can be lifted to an element of Hom(G, (b)) s E, by defining 
fs(B,O...OBI_,OG,)=O. Condition (92) implies that 
L =&CT Ee, 0 (@so -Es,) is a direct sum of left ideals in E. For suppose 
(t) cj”= 1 rjzaj + Cr=, skfS, = 0 for some choice of rj E E, aj E Cl?, sk E E, 
S, E 9’. If some s,Js,# 0, use (92) to pick a E S, such that 
a@ Ul<l<m,l+k I S and a # aj for 1 <j < n. Apply the function equation (t) 
to b, to get sJS,(bn) = sk(b) = 0. This implies skfSk = 0 since the range offsk 
is (b). Thus (t) becomes z=, rjeaj= 0, which implies rje, = 0, as the eaj 
are orthogonal. 
Repeating the above technique, choose a collection g of subsets of 9 
satisfying 
(al) /g-J = p= = 221”” 
(82) Given T,,..., T, E @7-, Tj\lJ,Cksn,k+j T, is infinite for 1 <j< n. 
For each T E a, define an E-map g,: L + G by g,.(e,) = 0 for all a, and 
gAfs) = b if SET 
=o if S @ T. 
By injectivity each g, lifts to an E-map gr: E + I. Let zT = gT(h). 
Claim. {zT}TER is a set of p-independent elements in fiA of order pi. 
Proof of Claim. First, eazT = e, ET(&) = g,(e,) = g,(e,) = 0, so zT E A. 
Second, fizT =fi g,(f,) = g,(h) = z,, so zT Ef,A and piz, = 0. Finally, 
suppose (1-T) urzr, + ..f +a,~,~=0 for some choice of a, ,..., a,EZ, 
T ,,..., T,, E g. For each 1 <j< n, choose S E Tj\U,Ckcn,ktj T, using (62). 
Multiply (tt) by fs and note that 
fszr,=fs s&fi> =g,,(fs.fi) = sr,(f,> = b if SET, 
=o otherwise. 
Thus, (tt) becomes ujb = 0. This implies piJuj, Vj and completes the proof 
of claim. 
The claim implies /fiA] > J&?-l = 22’8”. The reverse inequality can be 
obtained by embedding frA into Hom(eEf,, (b)). (As above, (b) is a fixed 
summand of Bi, and e is projection of G onto (b).) The embedding comes 
from regarding elements of &A as maps via evaluation (Ax Ef,A maps er& 
to e&x) and using Lemma 1 and the corollary to Lemma 5. Then 
eEf~iHom(B,,(b))~n,,,, Hom((b,), (b)) has cardinality 2”’ = 2”“, 
and is a direct sum of copies of Z(p’). Therefore, Hom(eEfi, (b)) has 
cardinality 2”“’ > \frA 1. 
We next consider the group A,. 
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4. THE STRUCTURE OFA, 
LEMMA 8. A, is torsion free. 
Proof: Suppose 0 # x E A, [p]. Then 0 #f, rx E G for some r E E, n > 0. 
Write f, rx = c1 bal + 9.. + c,b, with c, ,..., c, E 2, and let e = e,, + . . . + e,, , 
f =fi + . .a +f,. Clearly, 0 #f,rx = efnrx = ef,r(l -f) x, since fx = 0. 
Choose basic summands (b&.., (b,,) of G with order (b,J > order (b,i), 
i = I,..., t. (If B is bounded, so is G and hence 1, so A 1 = (0).) Let 
u: @fZl (b,J-+ @i=, (bai) be the map defined by b,.-+ bni, i = l,..., t. 
Choose 0 such that the following is a commutative diagram of abelian 
groups: 
Since Bz is pure in G, and @ (b,i) is bounded, B extends uniquely to 
ee Hom(G,, @ (b,i)). Extend 0 to an endomorphism J? of G by mapping 
or=‘=, Bi to zero. It is easy to check that 019 = efn r(1 -f) still 
holds-regarded as an equation in E. But=a maps @ (b,,)[p] to zero since 
order bDi > order bai for all i. Thus, co(x) = O-a contradiction. Hence, 
A, [p] = 0, so A, is torsion free. 
Thus, A, is determined by the cardinality of its basic subgroup. We 
compute this in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let X be a basic subgroup for A, and let m = final rank B. If 
m is infinite, then /XI= 2’“. If m = 0, A, = (0). 
Proof: First note if m # 0, then m is infinite. Also, m = 0 if and only if 
G, hence I, is bounded; so in this case A, = (0). 
If m is infinite, choose n such that rank B,* = m. If 0 # x E A,, then for 
some r E E, e, r(l -f) x # 0, where e, is projection onto some (b,) c BX 
and f =f,-+...+f,. Note that e,E( 1 -f) 2 Hom(G,, (b,)) = 
Horn@,*, (b,)). Thus, A, can be embedded in the natural way into H = 
I-I (be,) s B, * HomkPU -f ), W) g i%b,)EB; Hom[Hom(BS @A WI. 
So, m this case 1X) < /A, I< IH) = (2*“)” = 2*“. 
We complete the proof by constructing 2’” p-independent elements of A,. 
For infinitely many i > n, ( Qi ( = m. Let ( 6Tij],z 1 be the set of these. Let a’ = 
U,:, fZi, and construct P’, a family of subsets of GPI’, such that 
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(9’2) 9’ satisfies (92) of Lemma 7. 
(9’3) For each S E P’, S n ai1 # 0 for infinitely manyj. 
For S E Y’, let j’, E Hom(B$, (b)) be defined by sending b, + b if a E S, 
b, + 0 otherwise. This time we choose (b) to be any summand of G of 
minimal order. Extend each f, to an endomorphism of G in the obvious way 
and note that L = CsEY, Efs + Cp”=i Efi is direct by (Y’2) and (9’3) as in 
Lemma 7. 
Let 6’ be a family of subsets of 9’ such that (a’ 1) ( 6’ / = 2*” and (a’2) 
g’ satisfies (K2) of Lemma 7. 
For T E &‘, define A, E Hom,(L, I) by:f;, + 0 for all i, fs -+ b if S E T, 
f’ + 0 otherwise. It is easy to check that these requirements uniquely define 
L T’ 
Since I is injective, for each A, there exists 6, making the following a 
commutative diagram of E modules: 
0-L-E 
Let Z, = S,(l). Each Z, E A 1 since LZ, =fiS,Y;) = 0 for all i. 
We show {Z, ( T E a’} is p-independent. Suppose wIZT, + ... w,ZT, =p’x, 
for some x E A,, u, wi E Z. Choose S E Ti\Uj,i,j=l ,..,, I Tj. Apply fs to both 
sides of the equation to obtain wifs(ZT,) = wib =p”fs(x). Since G (hence 
(b)) is a pure subgroup of I [3, Theorem 41, p”I wi. This establishes the p- 
independence of (Z,} and completes the proof of the lemma. 
5. MAIN THEOREM AND REMARKS 
We summarize our results in the following theorem. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a separable p-group with basic subgroup 
B=@;“=,B,, and let E=EndG. Let m,=rankB,, m=finalrankB. Then 
the injective hull of EG is a p-local, reduced algebraically compact group 
with basic subgroup B= @& Bi, where g0 = B22m zP if m is infinite, 
B, = (0) if m = 0; Bi = @22mi Z(p’) if m, is iqfkite, Bi = @,,Z(p’) if m, is 
finite. 
Proof. The proof comes from the isomorphism Ir n,,, (b,) 0 
ny= &A @A, and the lemmas. 
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Remarks. (1) I = G if and only if B (hence G) is tinite. That is, E G is 
injective if and only if G is finite. See [2]. 
(2) It is easy to prove that ncreCn (b,) @ nz,f,A g nz,fiZ. Thus 
Z g IJz iA1 @ A i . (This is also easy to prove directly.) 
(3) As an abelian group A g C = HomE(CaEnEe,E/O,..Ee,, G). 
Let g: A + C be given by g(a) = evaluation at a and h: C +A be given by 
h(B) = &I), where f? E HomE(E/eaea Ee,, I) is obtained by extending 8- 
using injectivity of I. Then g, h are abelian group isomorphisms with 
g=h-‘. 
(4) Let G be a separable p-group with standard basic subgroup 
B = @E i Z(p’). Then I z nz, Z(p’) @ (& &)^, where denotes the p- 
adic completion. 
(5) Essential to the results of this paper is Lemma 1. This lemma does 
not hold for non-separable p-groups, as shown by the following example: 
Let A and B be p-groups such that A’ = (a), B’ = (b), {a) s (b) s Z(p) 
and Horn@, B) A’ = Hom(B, A) B’ = (0). Let G =A @B, E = End(G) and 
Z = injective hull of EG. Finally, let (x) be a basic summand of G with 
associated projection e E E. Deline u1 E E by u,(x) = a, u,( I - e) G = 0. 
Similarly, define uz by a$,~) = b, a,(1 - e) G = 0. It is easy to see that 
Ea, n Eu, = (0). Let fE HomE(Eu, @ Euz, Z) be given by f(u,) = a, 
f(q) = 0. Since I is injective, f is evaluation by some y E I. Clearly, 
u, ey = a, so that ey # 0. However, u,ey = 0 so ey 6$ G since ey E. G * 
eyE(x> *ua,ey#O. 
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